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CHAPTER V
APPLICATIONS
In order to support what has been said about thought
patterns and to illustrate more how these thought patterns
affect communication behaviors, the following events are
taken from the current reports from different countries:
Event One
In McCrea Hazlett's article,

11

What About Inda-American

Relations? 11 he explains very clearly why the communication
behaviors of the two nations sometimes block out understanding.

He writes,

Americans and Indians share common democratic
ideals but their governments have failed to establish a permanent-friendship that will stand the
strains of political differences.
Lincoln and Gandhiji, Roosevelt and Nehru, spoke
the same language of freedom and set the same cherished goals for their peoples • • • .
,
But Inda-American relations have never been at a
lower ebb than they are t·oday. It is essential for
both countries to examine objectively the causes,
and remove the irritants . . • .
In the sweep of America's development, the impact
of Indian thought is more important than those early
trade relations. The familiar story bears repeating.
One of the main strands in the complex web of American character is a strong idealism. Americans
believe in ideals and believe in pursuing them
practically.
This idealism found its happie$t and earliest
expression in the middle of the nineteenth century
in Concord, Massachusetts, among a group of transcendentalist thinkers and writers. These_ men
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rejected the prevailing forms of Protestant Christianity and wrote and thought about the world soul
and other topics not strange to Indian philosophers.
Ralph Waldo Emerson was the most distinguished member of this group. He was an avid reader of Indian
philosophy. The quickest way to see this relationship is to read his short poem, "Brahma."
The second most important transcendentalist was
Henry David Thoreau, whose ,reputation has so grown
with succeeding generations that he is today more
widely read than Emerson himself. Thoreau's very
famous book, Walden, was dedicated to persuading
unhappy men to give up their attachment to possessions in order to free themselves. He was primarily··
a seeker, not a political activist. However, an
incidental political act of his had important consequences for India. He once went to jail for nonpayment of taxes because, he said, he refused to
support a government which supported slavery. His
"Civil Disobedience" strongly influenced Gandhi,
who wrote that it 11 seemed to be so convinci:q.g and
trueful that I felt the need of knowing more of
Thoreau." Gandhi adopted civil disobedience as a
key to the resistance movement • • • • These contacts between India and .America, though very
important, were "idea to idea" rather than "people
to people. 11 1
This writing was an example of very successful intercul tural communication, not only that an Indian sage understood the nature of an .American transcendentalist's
thoughts; but he had made use of it to achieve something
great to his nation; and vice versa, the .American transcendentalist also.

It was because they had more or less the

same thought patterns, in a rebellious sense--negative and
nonviolent protest.

If both Gandhi and Hawthorne did not

have such a kind of attitude, they they would not have acted
in such a way.
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Event Two
Following are three articles showing the differences
of attitudes toward hero worshipping between the East and
the West.
After the Paris Agreement of Jan~ary, 1973, the
South Vietnamese threw themselves enthusiastically
into replaying the history of 30 years ago. The
brief, ugly decade of American involvement here
was ,thrown off as though it had ·never ~been, 'and 'so·
surprised were the Vietnamese by the sudden vacuum
of authority that they immediately looked to the
past to fill it. Overnight they rehabilitated the
reputation of the murdered ex-President Diem and
£ormed committees· to urge the return of Bao-Dai,
Vietnam's last emperor, now living in exile in
France. They chose to forget that President Diem 2
ran a police state in which people lived in terror.
Ten years ago, on November 22, 1963, President
Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas. Many see this
date ap the moment when American society lost its
way. But Americans are quick to pull down their
heroes, and they have recently been more critical
of Kennedy's presidency than they were at the time
0£ his death. • • •
,
He had considerable faith in hw;nan reason ~ispas
sionately applied, much less-.faith perhaps in human
nature. He thus had a premonition of a certain
fragility in the American political and social
order--a premonition that no doubt fueled his
determination to do things to hold that order
together while there was still time. And, indeed,
after his death the national policy began, it would
seem, ·to fall apart--first the insurgencies of the
Johnson years, the uprising among the young, the
Woman's liberationists, the blacks, the India~s;
.then the corruptions of the Nixon years, the lawless
White House staff, the irresponsible or complicit
president, the crooked vice-President, the pervading
indifferences to the laws and the Constitution.
How much did Kennedy himself contribute to the
time of troubles that followed his death? Americans
have a habit, not entirely bad, of pulling down their
heroes rather soon after. they have passed from the
scene. Within my own lifetime this has happened,
for a reason, to Theodore Roosevelt, to Woodrow
Wilson, to Franklin Roosevelt. It is happening
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these days to Kennedy. He is portrayed as a reckless agitator at home, a rigid and embattled cold
warrior abroad, a President seductive in style but
empty of substance. "Every hero," wrote Emerson,
11
becomes a bore at last." Eventually history
strikes a balance.3
For the rest, he [Nehru] remained a man of rare
sensitivity and compassion. A handsome man who
cared much for beauty, elegance and excellence. A
man who would not stoop to tricks which are every
politician's stock-in-trade. Far from corrupting
him, ~bsolute power did not spoil Nehru in the least.
There was absolutely nothing crude or crooked about
him. Of how many men, let alone men of power, can
this be said? The bad things that Nehru did or
allowed to happen must not be lost sight of by any
means. But the much greater good that he undoubtedly
did should not be interred with his bones.4
The individual incidents are important for showing the
impact of styles of thinking and suggesting how an impasse
in this area is interpreted and usually projected to the
social and political human interaction.
~Americans

It shows that Euro-

do respect their heroes only when they are still

alive and can contribute to the present world; whereas the
Asians respect their heroes only when they have passed
away.

In terms of intercultural communication, if an Ameri-

can is so naive (the author knows this is a biased word, but
he is naive also and cannot think out another word to replace
it!) to criticize the passed away heroes of the Asians, he
would not be welcomed because the Asians respect their
ancestors very much and believe ·that no one should criticize
them, no matter for good or bad.

Any Euro-Americans commit-

ting this mistake would not be excused easily.
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Event Three
Here is an article quoted from The Illustrated Weeklx
of India showing the concepts of the Christian missionaries
in India:
There are about 4-1/2 million Protestants in India.
Most of them live in the northern and eastern regions.
Some of 'our finest colleges and hospitals were established during the .American and English Protestant mis,...-~-,--. "~-.. s_:\on,a_rie~ whQ_ also played a decisive role in alleviation of such evil p'ractices. as thugee, sati, child- marriage and the devadasi system. Indian Protestants
carry on the tradition by active participation in
relief work for people stricken by flood or famine.
Their educational institutions continue to be among
the best in the country . • . .
Where I come from, the image of the educated Christian has always been that of the nurse, the teacher,
the doctor. Nevertheless, there was almost no Christian middle class. But the poorest of Christian
families were models of orderliness, courtesy and
piety.
The caste pattern was fairly obvious. Sons and
daughters of brahmin and other high-caste became
teachers, doctors or social workers. And although
many converts from the "untouchable" castes also
came up in life, a faint stigma continued to attach
to them.
The Christians were at one time criticized for
being the by-products of British Colonialism . • • •
From the very outset the missionaries faced the
problem of Caste, as brahmin Converts refused to mix
with those who were not twice-born. The multiplicity
of languages was another·problem for the missionaries.
But the most difficult of all 'tasks was to persuade
the natives that Christianity was philosophically
and ethically superior to indigenous religions. •
There came a time when many White Young men and
women were fired with the zeal to go out East--to
Africa, China and India--to save the soul of the
heathen. Up to the middle of the 19th century a
number of Englishmen labored under the belief that,
in due course, Indians would see the light of reason
and accept Christianity.
White missionaries started with many advantages:
They were better educated, conversant with the scientific discoveries of the times and well endowed.
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They were fired with enthusiasm and energy characteristic of young nations on the rise. And they
genuinely believed that God had commanded the~ to
"civilize" the lesser breeds without the law • ./
The Euro-American missionaries, advisors, consultants
in Asia are sometimes deprived of the many familiar guideposts of their own cultures which allow them to act, to
speak, to write without deep thinking, or without much
awar.eness of their cultural orientations.

The result is

unsuccessful intercultural communication.

From the example

given above, readers can see how biased and arrogant the
Christian writer is, especially when he uses the terms as
"evil practices," Indians could not accept them:

To the

writer, anything Indian is inferior to that of the West, so
that all Indians should be "civilized" by them.
During the process of intercultural communication
when the Euro-American is in the Eastern world, each speech
or act may require planning and decision; otherwise he may
not know that he has irritated technically and culturally
the Asians, and thus blocked int·ercul tural understanding.
The same is true with the Asians.
Event Four
The Far Eastern Economic Review in January

1972

published an article discussing the future change for Taiwan
showing the different points of view from the East and the
West.
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What future change.for Taiwan?
The first casualty of the Kissinger trip to
Peking has been the Nationalist govenrment in Taiwan. The staunch U.S. ally for the last 20 years
has been disgraced by its eviction from the U.N.
with, it is believed in international levels, the
traitor consent of the American government. What
does this imply for the future of Chiang Kai-shek's
regime and the diplomatic status of the island that
he rules? Basically,there are three options being
discussed in the world press: a plebiscite leading
to ?n independent state of Taiwan and the ousting
of the Nationalists (Le Soir), a return of Taiwan
to the administration of the mainland (Ta Kung Pao),
or the retention of power by Chiang regime for the
infinite future, but outsid~ the U.N.6
Fro~

this example, with the points of view. from the

East and the West, one can see how different it.is to
individual nations.

How about to the Taiwanese themselves?

If ,one understands the cultural orientations of them, he
ought not be surprised to hear such a comment:
fate.

"That is

Let's accept it and don't worry too much about the

future changes.

11

CHAPrER VI
SUMMARY
We need to show that we're not just skull-diggers
and headhunters; one of our main tasks is to make
11
foreigners" comprehensive. · Modern communication
has reduced the size of the world to such an extent
that it's no good any more th~nking of ..humanity as
consisting of 11 ourselves 11 and "those bloody foreigners' or 11 those_blacks! those Indians! 11 We have
to learn to communicate with them. And to do this
we have to learn to understand.the nature of foreignness. This is the very essence of anthropology-how people feel themselves to be different, and what
reactions of dominance and aggression, 19ve and hate,
cooperation and hostility flow from the feelings of
difference.l
The above was said by the most famous contemporary British
Royal anthropologist, Mr. Anthony Grey.

The writer used

these ideas and extended them in the previous chapters of
this thesis.
make

11

What has been written has been intended to

foreignness 11 comprehensive--so that the Euro-Americans

could come closer to understanding the I.Ildians and the
Chinese, and vice versa.
The great modern European sage Albert Schweitzer
said:
We know very little about any thought except our
own, especially about the Indian thought. The reason why it is so difficult to become familiar with
this is that Indian thought in its nature is so
entirely different from our own because of the
great part which the idea of what is called world
and life negation plays in it. Whereas our modern
European world-view (Weltanschuung), like that of
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CHAPTER V
APPLICATIONS
In order to support what has been said about thought

patterns and to illustrate more how these thought patterns
affect communication behaviors, the following events are
taken from the current reports from different countries:
Event One
In McCrea Hazlett's article,

"What About Indo-American

Relations?" he explains very clearly why the communication
behaviors of the two nations sometimes block out understanding.

He writes,

Americans and Indians share common democratic
ideals but their governments have failed to establish a permanent friendship that will stand the
strains of political differences.
Lincoln and Gandhiji, Roosevelt and ~ehru, spoke
the same language of freedom and set the same cherished goals for their peoples • • • .
But Indo-American relations have never been at a
lower ebb than they are tnday.
It is essential for
both countries to examine objectively the causes,
and remove the irritants • • • •
In the sweep of America's development, the impact
of Indian thought is more important than those early
trade relations. The familiar story bears repeating.
One of the main strands in the complex web of American character is a strong idealism. Americans
believe in ideals and believe in pursuing them
practically.
This idealism found its happiest and earliest
expression in the middle of the nineteenth century
Concord, Massachusetts, among a group of transcendentalist thinkers and writers. These men
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rejected the prevailing forms of Protestant Christianity and wrote and thought about the world soul
and other topics not strange to Indian philosophers.
Ralph Waldo Emerson was the most distinguished member of this group. He was an avid reader of Indian
philosophy. The quickest way to see this relationship is to read his short poem, 11 Brahma."
The second most important transcendentalist was
Henry David Thoreau, whose ,reputation has so grown
with succeeding generations that he is today more
widely read than Emerson himself. Thoreau's very
famous book, Walden, was dedicated to persuading
unhappy men to give up their attachment to possessions in order to free themselves. He was primarily
a seeker, not a political activist. However, an
incidental political act of his had important consequences for India.
He once went to jail for nonpayment of taxes because, he'said, he refused to
support a government which supported slavery. His
"Civil Disobedience" strongly influenced Gandhi,
who wrote that it 11 seemed to be so convinci?IB and
trueful that I felt the need of knowing more of
Thoreau." Gandhi adopted civil disobedience as a
key to the resistance movement • • • • These contacts between India and America, though very
important, were "idea to idea 11 rather than "people
to people. 11 1
This writing was an example of very successful intercul tural communication, not only that an Indian sage understood the nature of an American transcendentalist's
thoughts; but he had made use of it to achieve something
great to his nation; and vice versa, the American transcendentalist also.

It was because they had more or less the

same thought patterns, in a rebellious sense--negative and
nonviolent protest.

If both Gandhi and Hawthorne did not

have such a kind of attitude, they they would not have acted
in such a way.
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Event Two
Following are three articles showing the differences
of attitudes toward hero worshipping between the East and
the West.
After the Paris Agreement of Jan~ary, 1973, the
South Vietnamese threw themselves enthusiastically
into replaying the history of 30 years ago. The
brief, ugly decade of American involvement here
was ·thrown off as though it had ·never been, and ·so
surprised were the Vietnamese by the sudden vacuum
of authority that they immediately looked to the
past to fill it. Overnight they rehabilitated the
reputation of the murdered ex-President Diem and
formed committees-to urge the return of Bao-Dai,
Vietnam's last emperor, now living in exile in
France. They chose to forget that President Diem 2
ran a police state in which people lived in terror.
Ten years ago, on November 22, 1963, President
Kennedy was assassinated in Dallas. Many see this
date a9 the moment when American society lost its
way. But Americans are quick to pull down their
heroes, and they have recently been more critical
of Kennedy's presidency than they were at the time
of his death. . • .
He had considerable faith in hll:!Jlan reason dispassionately applied, much less-.f-aith perhaps in human
nature. He thus had a premonition of a certain
fragility in the American political and social
order--a premonition that no doubt fueled his
determination to do things to hold that order
together while there was still time- And, indeed,
after his death the national policy began, it would
seem, ·to fall apart--first the insurgencies of th.e
Johnson years, the uprising among the young, the
Woman's liberationists, the blacks, the India~s;
.then the corruptions of the Nixon years, the lawless
White House staff, the irresponsible or complicit
president, the crooked vice-President, the pervading
indifferences to the laws and the Constitution.
How much did Kennedy himself contribute to the
time of troubles that followed his death? Americans
have a habit, not entirely bad, of pulling down their
heroes rather soon after.they have passed from the
scene. Within my own lifetime this has happened,
for a reason, to Theodore Roosevelt, to Woodrow
Wilson, to Franklin Roosevelt. It is happening
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these days to Kennedy. He is portrayed as a reckless agitator at home, a rigid and embattled cold
warrior abroad, a President seductive in style but
empty of substance.
"Every hero," wrote Emerson,
"becomes a bore at last. 11 Eventually history

strikes a balance.3
For the rest, he [Nehru] remained a man of rare
sensitivity and compassion. A handsome man who
cared much for beauty, elegance and excellence. A
man who would not stoop to tricks which are every
politician's stock-in-trade. Far from corrupting
him, <?-bsolute power did not spoil Nehru in the l.east.
There was absolutely nothing crude or crooked about
him. Of how many men, let alone men of power, can
this be said? The bad things that Nehru did or
allowed to happen must not be lost sight of by any
means.
But the much greater good that he undoubtedly
did should not be interred with his bones.4
The individual incidents are important for showing the
impact of styles of thinking and suggesting how an impasse
in this area is interpreted and usually projected to the
social and political human interaction.

It shows that Euro-

Americans do respect their heroes only when they are still
alive and can contribute to the present world; whereas the
Asians respect their heroes only when they have passed
away.

In terms of intercultural communication, if an Ameri-

can is so naive (the author knows this is a biased word, but
he is naive also and cannot think out another word to replace
it~)

to criticize the passed away heroes of the Asians, he

would not be welcomed because the Asians respect their
ancestors very much and believe -that no one should criticize
them, no matter for good or bad.

Any Euro-Americans commit-

ting this mistake would not be excused easily.
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Event Three
Here

an article quoted from The Illustrated Weekly

of India showing the concepts of the Christian missionaries
in India:

There are about 4-1/2 mi ion Protestants in India.
Most of them live in the northern and eastern regions.
Some of 'our finest colleges and hospitals were established during the American and English Protestant mis.--------·- -,______ s_~on,a,rie13 w.Q.o a,lso played a decisive role in allevia. tion of such evil p·ractices. as thugee, sati, child~ marriage and the devadasi system. Indian Protestants
carry on the tradition by active participation in
relief work for people stricken by flood or famine.
Their educational institutions continue to be among
the best in the country . • • .
Where I come from, the image of the educated Christian has always been that of the nurse, the teacher,
the doctor. Nevertheless, there was almost no Christian middle class. But the poorest of Christian
fa.mil s were models of orderliness, courtesy and
piety.
The caste pattern was fairly obvious. Sons and
daughters of brahmin and other high-caste became
teachers, doctors or social workers. And although
many converts from the untouchable castes also
came up in life, a faint stigma continued to attach
to them.
The Christians were at one time criticized for
being the by-products of British Colonialism • • . •
From the very outset the missionaries faced the
problem of Caste, as brahmin Converts refused to mix
with those who were not twice-born. The multiplicity
of languages was another·problem for the missionaries.
But the most difficult of all ·tasks was to persuade
the natives that Christianity was philosophically
and ethically superior to indigenous religions ••
There came a time when many White Young men and
women were fired with the zeal to go out East--to
Africa, China and India--to save the soul of the
heathen. Up to the middle of the 19th century a
number of Englishmen labored under the belief that,
due course, Indians would see the light of reason
and accept Christianity.
White missionaries started with many advantages:
They were better educated, conversant with the scientific discoveries of the times and well endowed.
11

11
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They were fired with enthusiasm and energy characteristic of young nations on the rise. And they
genuinely believed that God had commanded thew to
"civilize" the lesser breeds without the law •
.'.:I

The Euro-American missionaries, advisors, consultants
in Asia are sometimes deprived of the many familiar guideposts of their own cultures which allow them to act, to
speak, to write without deep thinking, or without much
awar.eness of their cultural orientations.

The result is

unsuccessful intercultural communication.

From the example

'

given above, readers can see how biased and arrogant the
Christian writer is, especially when he uses the terms as
"evil practices,

11

Indians could not accept them:

To the

writer, anything Indian is inferior to that of the West, so
that all Indians should be "civilized" by them.
During the process of intercultural communication
when the Euro-American is in the Eastern world, each speech
or act may require planning and decision; otherwise he may
not know that be has irritated technically and culturally
the Asians, and thus blocked int·ercultural understanding.
The same is true with the Asians.
Event Four
The Far Eastern Economic Review in January 1972
published an article discussing the future change for Taiwan
showing the different points of view from the East and the
West.
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What future change for Taiwan?
The first casualty of the Kissinger trip to
Peking has been the Nationalist govenrment in Taiwan. The staunch U.S. ally for the last 20 years
has been disgraced by its eviction from the U.N.
with, it
believed in international levels, the
traitor consent of the American government. What
does this imply for the future of Chiang Kai-shek's
regime and the diplomatic status of the island that
he rules? Basically there are three options being
discussed in the world press: a plebiscite leading
to ~n independent state of Taiwan and the ousting _
of the Nationalists (Le Soir), a return of Taiwan
to the administration of the mainland (Ta Kung Pao),
or the retention of power by Chiang regime for the
infinite future, but outsid~ the U.N.6
Fro~

this example, with the points of view. from the

East and the West, one can see how different it.is to
individual nations.

How about to the Taiwanese themselves?

If one understands the cultural orientations of them, he
ought not be surprised to hear such a comment:
fat€.

11

That is

Let's accept it and don't worry too much about the

future changes.

11
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Chapter 5--Notes
1 McCrea Hazlett, "What About Indo-American Relations? 11
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pp. 8-13.
2 victoria Brittain, "What Peace Means in Vietnam? 11
The Illustrated London News, March 1974, pp. 27-28.
3Arthur Schlesinger, "American Heroes, 11 The Illustrated London News, November 1973, p. 45.
4 Inder Malhotra, "Nehru--Eight Years After, 11 ·
The Illustrated Weekly of India (New Delhi), December 1972.
5Qurratulain Hyder, "The Christian Priest,n The Illustrated Weekly of India (New Delhi), 24 December 1972 ..
6 Far Eastern Economic Review (Hong Kong), January
1972' pp. 27-'31.

CHAPTER VI
SU1'1MARY
We need to show that we're not just skull-diggers
and headhunters; one of our main tasks is to make
"foreigners" comprehensive. Modern communication
has reduced the size of the world to such an extent
that it's no good any more th~nking of humanity as
consisting of 11 ourselves 11 and "those bloody foreigners' or "those blacks! those Indians~" We have
to learn to communicate with them. And to do this
we have to learn to understand the nature of foreignness. This is the very essence of anthropology-how people feel themselves to be different, and what
reactions of dominance and aggression, love and hate,
cooperation and hostility flow from the feelings of
difference.l
The above was said by the most famous contemporary British
'

Royal anthropologist, Mr. Anthony Grey.

The writer used

these ideas and extended them in the previous chapters of
this thesis.

What has been written has been intended to

make "foreignness" comprehensive--so that the Euro-Americans
could come closer to understanding the Indians and the
Chinese, and vice versa.
The great modern European sage Albert Schweitzer
said:
We know very litt
about any thought except our
own, espeGially about the Indian thought. The reason why it is so difficult to become familiar with
this is that Indian thought in its nature is so
entirely different from our own because of the
great part which the idea of what is called world
and life negation plays in it. Whereas our modern
European world-view (Weltanschuung), like that of
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Zarathustra and the Chinese thinkers, is on principle world and life affirming.
World and life affirmation consists in this:
that man regards existence as he experiences it
in himself and as it has developed in the world
as something of value per .§§. and accordingly
strives to let it reach perfection in himself,
whilst within his own sphere of influence he
endeavors to preserve and to further it.
World and life negation on the other hand con~
sists in his regarding existence as he experiences
it in himself and as it is developed in the world
as something meaningless and sor-rowful, and he ·
resolves accordingly a) to bring life to a standstill in himself by mortifying his will-to-live
and b) to renounce all activity which aims at
improvement of the·conditions of life in this
world.
World and life affirmation unceasingly urges
men to serve their fellows, society, the nation,
mankind, and indeed all that lives, with their
utmost will in lively hope of realistic progress.
World and life negation takes no interest in this
world, but regards man's life on earth either merely
as a stage-play in which it is his duty to participate, or only as a puzzling pilgrimage through the
land Time to his home in Eternity.2
What Albert Schweitzer says are the basic different
tnought patterns between the East and-the West have been
discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis.

It is

these differences of thought patterns that interfere with
understanding when humans from other cultures communicate
with each other.

The unawareness of the differences is the

biggest stumbling block to intercultural communication.
These individual culturally oriented thought patterns have
permeated int;~people's very natural communication behaviors.
Concluding remarks of this thesis are of three roots:
(1) While attending to details, the reader is likely to have
forgotten that the thought patterns which seem so basic and
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traditional are the prevailing basis for either successful
or unsuccessful intercultural communication; (2) Knowledge
of these contrasting cultural orientations and thought patterns may be useful to people

with~n

each culture in better

understanding their own culture, which is necessary in order
to try to understand people from other cultures.

·As Bahm

says:
Knowledge of these differing emphases may supply
one with additional cultural riches from which to
draw traits in shaping up his own unique personality. Knowledge of these differing emphases may
provide insight into the problem to be faced,
including cultural confiicts to be overcome, as
people, living closer together on a shrinki~g
globe, participate in the emergence of a more
complicated world culture.3
(3)

It is important to remember that no one Indian or

Chinese or·Euro-American will ever fit any of these traditional patterns exactly.

But oy being alert to the possi-

bility of differences one can
intercul tura·1 communication.

h~ve

a better chance of
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